[1] In this correlative study between >20 MeV solar proton events, coronal mass ejections (CMEs), flares, and radio bursts it is found that essentially all of the proton events are preceded by groups of type III bursts and all are preceded by CMEs. These type III bursts (that are a flare phenomenon) usually are long-lasting, intense bursts seen in the low-frequency observations made from space. They are caused by streams of electrons traveling from close to the solar surface out to 1 AU. In most events the type Ill emissions extend into, or originate at, the time when type II and type IV bursts are reported (some 5 to 10 minutes after the start of the associated soft X-ray flare) and have starting frequencies in the 500 to ,,_100 MHz range that often get lower as a function of time. These later type HI emissions are often not reported by ground-based observers, probably because of undue attention to type II bursts. It is suggested to call them type III-I. Type Ill-/ bursts have previously been called shock accelerated (SA) events, but an examination of radio dynamic spectra over an extended frequency range shows that the type III-/bursts usually start at frequencies above any type II burst that may be present. The bursts sometimes continue beyond the time when type II emission is seen and, furthermore, sometimes occur in the absence of any type II emission. Thus the causative electrons are unlikely to be shock accelerated and probably originate in the reconnection regions below fast CMEs. A search did not find any type HI-/bursts that were not associated with CMEs. The existence of low-frequency type III bursts proves that open field lines extend from within 0.5 radius of the Sun into the interplanetary medium (the bursts start above 100
MHz, and such emission originates within 0.5 solar radius of the solar surface). Thus it is not valid to assume that only closed field lines exist in the flaring regions associated with CMEs and some interplanetary particles originating in such flare regions might be expected in all solar particle events, gerwoRDs: Particles, flares, radio bursts, CMEs
Introduction
[2] Electromagnetic emissions are an important diagnostic for particle acceleration processes. Radio waves from the Sun indicate electron acceleration, primarily to energies of tens of keV, and such electrons are likely to be accelerated at any time that high energy ions are accelerated. At frequencies below a few hundred MHz the characteristics of solar radio emissions as a function of frequency and time have been described in terms of five main types of bursts named type I through V [VHld et al., 1963] . All are likely to be plasma radiation in which the emission frequency is directly IAlso at BrunyIslandRadioSpectrometer,Brany Island,Tasmania, Australia.
Copyright2002 by the AmericanGeophysicalUnion. 0148-0227/02/2001 JA000320509.00 SlIP related to the plasma frequency (frequency in kHz equals 9 times the square root of the electron density (cm-3)) -Thus emission above 100 MHz originates within 0.5 solar radii of the photosphere whereas emission at 10 MHz, approximately the lowest frequency observable below the Earth's atmosphere, originates at about 2 solar radii. Space-based observations are possible down to the local plasma frequency, which near Earth is typically 30 kHz; electromagnetic radiation cannot propagate below the plasma frequency. Descriptions of solar radio bursts may be found in the books by Kundu [1965] and Krfiger [1979] . Unfortunately, the compendium produced by the Australian researchers ("Solar Radiophysics" edited by D. J. McLean and N. R. Labrum) and published in 1985 is no longer in print. The following description pertains to bursts below 500 MHz and the supporting observations, when not quoted, may be found in the aforementioned books.
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[3] Type IIl bursts, the most common type, last a few seconds, drift rapidly to very low frequencies, and often occur in groups lasting about 5 minutes. They are a classic signature of the so-called "impulsive phase" of flares in which the radiation is primarily non-thermal. The exciting agent is a stream of electrons.
The production mechanism is believed to be a two step one in which the electrons create Langrnuir waves that then interact with the ambient plasma to produce radio waves [see, e.g., Bastion et al., 1998 ]. The energy release is most likely the result of magnetic reconnection with the type III burst resulting from an upward directed electron beam. A downward directed electron beam interacts with the higher density solar atmosphere to produce hard X-ray emission via bremsstrahlung and, in energetic events, gamma-ray emission. Subsequent heating leads to enhanced emission in soft X rays and an He_ brightening.
This whole sequence we call a "flare". Some researchers use a more restrictive definition and by flare mean a chromospheric brightening.
We adhere to the Hudson et al. [1995] definition: "a flare is a sudden energy release in the solar atmosphere". Thus the events leading to weaker soft X-ray intensities and fainter Ha parallel ribbon brightenings seen with CMEs arising outside active regions would also be described as flares [cf. Cliver, 1995; Hudson et al., 1995; Svestka, 2001 ].
[4] Most type IIl bursts occur at the beginning of flare events, in the impulsive phase. Thus type Ill bursts trace electron streams as they propagate along open field lines from flaring regions near the Sun into the interplanetary medium. Sometimes type III bursts have an associated continuum that is called type V. This emission is probably from a part of the electron population that remains trapped in closed magnetic loops. Cane and Reames [1990] found that type IIIN bursts are associated with short-duration flares and that in intense flare events with type III/V emission electrons above 200 keV, and often protons above 10 MeV as well, are released into the interplanetary medium.
[5] Type II bursts last from a few minutes to about 30 minutes and are distinguished by their slow drift rates relative to type IlI bursts. They usually appear as two main narrow bands occurring simultaneously at frequencies differing by approximately a factor of two. The bands correspond to the fundamental plasma frequency and its frost harmonic.
The main bands may be further broken into multiple bands. Type II bursts typically start below 100
MHz (the lower band) and cease at about 20 MHz. They occasionally start at several hundred MHz and may extend to about I MHz, although not in the same event. An extension of the slope of the burst to higher frequencies intercepts the start of the associated type III bursts, when present, at the start of the flare. Type II bursts start within a few minutes of the maximum brightness in Ha. When flares are more gradual and last longer, then type II bursts tend to start at lower frequencies and preceding type III bursts are less common . The frequency drift rates of type II bursts imply speeds appropriate for coronal shock waves, typically around 1000 km/s. Thus the causative electrons are assumed to be shock accelerated. Evidence in support of the shock acceleration of the electrons was the observation in some type II events of the occurrence of a succession of short duration, fast-drift elements emerg-ing from both sides of the "backbone" of the type II burst. This was called "herringbone structure" [Roberts, 1959] . In the early 1980's, Cane et aL [1981] suggested that the electrons producing herringbone structure could occasionally, in energetic events, escape to the interplanetary medium.
They concluded this because they observed fastdrifting, relatively intense and long lasting bursts at low frequencies (<2 MHz) that occurred at the time when ground-based observers recorded type II bursts with herringbone structure.
These low-frequency fast-drift bursts were named SA (shock accelerated) events. The importance of these bursts is that they are well associated with high energy (>50 MeV) solar particle events as was noted in the 1981 "discovery"
paper.
[6] Radio emission associated with interplanetary (IP) shocks is also seen, but much less frequently. Cane [1985] called these IP type II events to distinguish them from flare-associated type II bursts. IP shocks, and associated radio emission, are caused by coronal mass ejections (CMEs) [Cane et aL, 1987] . From the ISEE-3 observations it seemed that IP type II events started below i MHz. However there were no observations above 2 MHz and no frequency coverage between i and 2 MHz. Observations from the Wind spacecraft suggest that they are occasionally seen as high as 6 MHz.
[7] Type IV emission is broadband and results from trapped electron populations.
There are several subclasses of type IV bursts, the type most tightly coupled to flares is called type IV flare continuum.
This emission lasts from about 3 to 45 minutes and starts shortly after type III bursts, when present, and before the type II burst, when it is present. Type IV flare continuum has been found to precede many large solar proton events as first noted by Boischot and Denisse [1957] . In their 1963 review paper Wild et al.
reported "the fact has clearly emerged that nearly all proton events are associated with type IV bursts and that the type IV burst is the most reliable known indicator that a flare should produce accelerated protons that bombard the Earth". Similarly, about 20 years later Kahler [1982] found that "the metric type IV bursts serve as the key signature in deciding whether proton acceleration occurs in a candidate flare".
[8] Surprisingly, both Wild et aL [1963] and Kahler [1982] discussed proton acceleration in terms of shock acceleration as evidenced by type II bursts despite the fact that Kahler [1982] found that a type II burst "is not a sufficient condition for the occurrence of an interplanetary proton event" and that "'most type II bursts are not associated with interplanetary energetic protons". There are many more type II bursts than proton events. Previously Svestka and Fritzova-Svestkovtl [1974] had determined that the fraction of proton events associated with type II bursts was about 75%. A careful reading of the Wild et aL [1963] paper also reveals that even at that time it was recognized that in some major solar events type ti bursts are missing and replaced by activity having "the appearance of a group of type III bursts" with "suggestions of frequency drift, at rates typical of type II bursts, in the high and low-frequency edges of successive features".
[9] It is not clear why Wild et al. [1963] focused their attention on type II bursts rather than type IV bursts. The most likely reason is that type I1 bursts are thought to CANE ET AL.: TYPE HI RADIO BURSTS originate in shocks, and that shocks are known to be efficient particle accelerators.
Thus type II bursts have assumed great importance and are regularly reported by patrol spectrograph observers, even when they are only a few minutes long, while other emissions, particularly type lII bursts, that occur at the same time axe not reported at all.
In this paper it will be shown that type II bursts do not appear to be the dominant feature in the dynamic spectra of radio events associated with solar energetic particle (SEP) events.
[t0] A small group of solar particle physicists has gone a step further away from the observations and considered major proton events to be completely independent of flares. A relationship between major SEP events and flares was deemed a 'myth' [e.g., Reames, 1999, and references therein] . However the association was established with the first observations of solar particle increases in neutron monitor data in the 1940's and 1950's wherein the onset times of the particles indicated that in many cases the particles left the Sun within a few minutes of the maximum of the flare emissions [e.g., Webber, 1964; K#'ivs_, 1977, and references therein; Cliver et al., 1982] . One assumes that in the Reames paradigm the associations between e.g.
gradual soft X-ray events and other flare phenomena and socalled "gradual" SEP events are considered an indication of the presence of a CME; the sites of particle acceleration are taken as the putative shocks driven by CMEs in the low corona. These shocks are supposedly evidenced by type U radio bursts at frequencies above 10 MHz. The fact that such bursts are also a flare phenomenon is ignored. Also ignored are the Culgoora radioheliograph observations [Gary et al., 1984] that showed that type II sources occur behind the leading edges of CMEs, not in front where any shocks would form. Images from the Nangay radioheliograph have now revealed the weak sources that do originate at the CME leading edge [e.g., Pick, 1999] . Pick [1999] presents data consistent with the idea that "coronal and interplanetary shocks have independent origins".
[tt] Major SEP events and CMEs are well correlated [Kahler et al., 1978 [Kahler et al., , 1984 . These studies also found that there were correlations between peak proton intensity (at energies >4 MeV) with CME speed and size. These correlations provided support for the shock acceleration scenario since only fast CMEs drive shocks and the size of the CME is a measure of the size of the shock. Furthermore, the angular sizes of CIVIEs were found to be comparable to the size of the longitude region on the Sun from which prompt SEP events can occur [Reinhard and Wibberenz, 1974] .
However the particle intensity vs. CME speed correlation is not particularly slxong; Kahler [2001] found that the range of particle intensities spreads over 3-4 orders of magnitude for any particular CME speed. Of course CMEs do drive interplanetary shocks and are important particle accelerators [e.g., but unanswered questions remain: a) at what height in the corona do the shocks actually form b) what delay occurs before particles are accelerated to high energies and c) can an additional source be ruled out i.e. are there flare particles in addition to particles accelerated at a CME-driven shock? These questions will not be addressed in this paper. Rather, this paper looks more closely at the flare phenomena that are clearly present in all solar particle events.
AND SOLAR ENERGETIC PARTICLES SHP X -3
[12] The exact relationship between flares and CMEs is a topic of heated debate but it is likely that all long-lasting (gradual) flares and some impulsive flares result from the reconnection of field lines pulled out by CMEs. A number of workers have suggested that this reconnection region could be a source of interplanetary energetic particles [e.g., Svestka et al., 1980; Litvenenko and Somov, 1995] . An argument that has been used against such a scenario is the assumption that field lines threading this reconnection region are closed. Thus, any accelerated particles are assumed to have no access to the interplanetary medium [see, e.g., Kahler et al., 2000 , Figure 1 ]. However, Klimchuk [1996] suggests that there may be many open field lines threading through the closed structures of post-CME arcades.
He arrived at this suggestion by comparing the observed rate of plasma heating in a particular event with that expected from a standard model of post-CME reconnection.
To account for the low amount of heating he suggested that only a small fraction of the field can reconnect,
the rest being open. Evidence for such patchy reconnection are the supra-arcade downflows seen in soft X rays from Yohkoh [McKenzie, 2000] . Strong evidence for the escape of energetic electrons would be the presence of type Ill bursts. If the bursts extend to the lowest frequencies seen near Earth then there must be direct field line connection from the reconnection region to Earth. With this in mind, this paper reinvestigates the radio bursts associated with SEP events.
Of particular interest are the low-frequency observations from the WAVES experiment on Wind [Bougeret et al., 1995] , that bridge the gap between groundbased and space-based observations. Solar associations have been made for 123 SEP events that had measurable intensifies above 20 MeV in the GSFC IMP 8 experiment [McGuire et al., 1986] during the period January 1997 through May 2001. It is found that all of the particle events are indeed preceded by type III bursts extending to low frequencies and they are the dominant feature in the WAVES daily plots in about 80% of the events. In most events the type III bursts last longer than the 5 minutes of typical "impulsive phase" type III bursts (on average they last 20 minutes) and extend into the time when type II bursts are reported. In other words they have the characteristics of SA events [Cane et al., 1981] . (In this paper we call them type III-l.) The question then is whether the causative electrons are shock-accelerated. If the electrons are shockaccelerated and/f>10 MHz type II bursts did in fact result from shocks in front of CMEs then there is no inconsistency with the current paradigm.
However various researchers, in particular Kundu [e.g., Kundu and Stone, 1984] and Klein [e.g., Klein and Trottet, 1994] [14] This paper begins by listing and describing the solar associations for 123 particle events (plus two probable events) and, in particular, the times of the associated activity first seen in the WAVES data, i.e. near 10 MHz. Also included are the Ha flare coordinates, and the start time, rise time and peak intensity in soft X rays. Many of the behindthe-limb events had associated soft X-ray flares. For the events farthest behind the limb the low coronal emissions were occulted and the time of the 1 MHz emission is listed. All events were preceded by a CME and the time of the first CME observation is also listed.
[15] Next radio spectra are presented for 8 of the particle events showing that in these typical events the type III bursts do not originate in type II bursts. Having found the excellent correlation between SEP events and long-lasting type III emissions and CMEs, searches were made to see if such radio bursts and CMEs occurred in the absence of an SEP event. None were found apart from cases where an SEP event would not be listed because of high background from a previous event or the radio burst indicated poor magnetic connection.
Finally, the results are discussed, including the possible reasons why some researchers have concluded that some type Ill burst electrons are shock accelerated.
Data Analysis

Data Sets and Their Statistics
[tr] The starting point was a list of >20 are included in the list because there is evidence of an additional particle population above 100 MeV. The first columns of Table 1 give information about the SEP event. The timing information is of two types. For events that show a rapid increase in intensity and a clear maximum intensity, at any energy, within a few hours of the first increase above background, the onset time is given to the closest hour. For the remaining events, the start and end dates are given, to the closest day, with an indication of the probable start time. Sometimes this start time is greater than 24 hours; this is to make the date agree with the date of the solar event. The next column gives an estimate of the highest energy to which a particle increase was observed.
The highest energy range available was 121-230 MeV so energy estimates above this range are not possible except for events that were observed from the ground by neutron monitors, implying energies >500 MeV.
Also listed is the peak intensity in the 24-29 MeV energy range that occurred within about 12 hours of the associated solar event. Two events (July 14 and November 8, 2000) saturated the IMP 8 MED telescope above 24 MeV so the intensity in the 16-23 MeV channel of the LED telescope was used after division by a factor determined from other large events in which saturation did not occur.
[17] The list provides a set of consistent associations between the SEP events, radio bursts, flares and CMEs. In the most energetic events these associations are straightforward and follow patterns established decades ago. In particular there were radio bursts of type II and/or IV, long duration sott X-ray events, large and bright Ha flares and fast CMEs. These phenomena occurred about an hour or so before the particle event. Also important are the intensitytime profiles of the particles that follow an organization with respect to the longitude of the associated flare . Eastern events typically have slowly rising intensities whereas western events increase rapidly and peak at high energies within a few hours of the flare starting time. For some SEP events, especially the smaller increases or ones that commenced gradually, an iterative process was necessary to make a complete and reliable set of consistent associations.
[is] The next data set to be considered is the lowfrequency radio data from the WAVES experiment (Pls,
Bougere 0 on the Wind spacecraft [Bougeret et aL, 1995] . Daily spectral plots were obtained from the WAVES internet site maintained by M. L. Kaiser http:// lep694.gsfc.nasa.gov/waves/waves.html).
All but two of the 123 events were clearly preceded by a fast-drift burst. These bursts started a few hours before the particle event and in most cases were the dominant feature of that day's plot. The bursts usually reached the lowest frequencies (tens of kHz) within about 30 minutes of when the particle event commenced.
[19] One of the SEP events without an obvious radio burst below 14 MHz was a slow rising event from a far eastern longitude.
The other originated near central meridian and was also slow rising with large intensity fluctuations. Both were preceded by type Ill emission above 25 MHz. In both cases there were weak radio emissions below 14 MHz at the appropriate times but the situations were ambiguous because of other ongoing radio activity.
[20] Using the daily spectral plots the start and end times of the bursts associated with the other 121 SEP events were estimated to the nearest 5 minutes at 14 MHz. These times are given in Table 1 . In many cases a more accurate time might be obtained by examining individual frequency profiles, but this is a difficult and time consuming process that was not deemed to be worthwhile, although some events were examined this way in order to test the accuracy of the estimates found from the daily spectra. When only one type III time is given it means that no radio burst was observed at 14 MHz and that the time given is the approximate start time at 1 MHz. In all but two cases these events did not originate on the visible disk of the Sun and so the high frequency radio emissions were occulted. is for those events in which protons were detected above _ 120 MeV.
Figure 1 shows a histogram
of the durations of the 14 MHz type Ill activity for the events where it was observed. The shaded histogram is the subset of events in which the SEP event extended above 120 MeV; these tend to be associated with longer duration emission.
Some of the events in the 5-10 and 10-! 5 minute bins (9 and 5 events, respectively) are groups of normal type Ill bursts. The distribution is similar to that derived by MacDowall et al. [1987, Figure 3 ] for type III activity and SA events, although the durations they obtained were slightly longer because of using 1 MHz activity. Note that some of their longer duration "metric HI only" events are likely to have been type llI-l.
[21] Listings of ground-based radio burst observations and Ha flares, available from NOAA, were examined at the times of the radio emission seen at the upper frequencies were made primarily on the basis of the timing information; that the fast-drift radio bursts occurred during the Ha and soft X-ray emissions, that the flare events were generally of long duration and intense, and also that the Ha area was large. The tables list the coordinates of the Ha flares. The values prior to July 2000 are from the Solar Geophysical Data Part II group listings• The later values are from the NOAA interact site. Also listed are the start and rise times of the soft X-ray events; the rise time is the number of minutes between the start of the flare and the maximum intensity. The maximum soft X-ray intensities are also listed using the CMX system (see Table I ). All the frontside events and many of the backside events were associated with soft X-ray flares as recorded by the GOES satellites and listed on the NOAA Web site• For the backside events an estimate of the likely source region is given. This was determined by considering the Carrington longitudes of strong active regions that were previously sources of SEPs when on the visible disk. Note that the backside events deemed furthest from the limb were the ones with no X-ray events or high frequency radio emissions, suggesting that these are reasonable source longitudes.
[ Table I "Onset time of particle 6.veal A range of days indicates that the event did not reach peak intensity at any energy within the first 12 hours oftbe solar event. Dates with ** in the Hours cohLmnindicate solar events which probably producedparticle treats but new injections weremasked by particles from preceding events.
bMaximum energy to which protons detectable in the GSFC IMP 8 experiment. Events seen in neutron monitor data are given >500 MeV.
CPeakproton intensity within the first _12 hours in the 24-29 MeV energy range in units particles/tern 2-sec-ster.MeV)-The notation dg means that there • -' ' " 12 hours after the was a data gap in the IMP 8 data. Values preceded by a B indicate the background level above whtch the event did not rtse w_thin the first solar event.
-.......... ' ..... Times followed bv * indicate bursts that are likely to be normal type 111bursts. dqto,-*_,,d end times of tv_ HIburst tat 14 IVlllZ)Io nearest3 rm=tu.t¢_.
. . J, . • 4. ..... ¢,t-e observed emission is important. The_re--n_ai-ader are type lll-i.'A "?" after the times indicates that there ts some uncertainty m cetermmmg wmcn p...... two events with ,,,9-in Single times preceded by a "_" are ones in which there is no emission at 14 MHz and the time is the start time at 1 MHz. In the .-. this column there was some weak radio emission at the time of ground-based activity but the situation was confused by the presence of many other radio bursts.
. .. -7 -6 eThe 1-8 A soft X-ray peak intensity in terms of B, C, M, and X nomenclature, where these represent mteasltles of 10 ,10 ,10 -5, and 10-4 W m-z, respectively. The notation ". •." means that no event was observed. operating, LASCO observed that a CME preceded every SEP event apart from two cases when there was sustained activity. In one case (September 23 1997) a clear CME was observed but had not been cataloged because it had occurred too close in time to preceding events. Most (85%) of the CMEs were large with angular extents >120°. Table 1 give the time that each CME was first observed in the C2 comnagraph, which occults below 2 solar radii. In all but two cases the CME was first observed after the start of the X-ray event, typically by about 20 to 40 minutes. This is done in order to emphasize the fact that it is impossible to properly describe these complex phenomena with a few numbers and letters; one must examine the dynamic spectra themselves to have a good appreciation of the true phenomena.
At the small scale that we must use to portray these complete spectra some of the reported features are practically invisible. Interested readers must consult the dynamic spectra on the Web sites specified above in order to fully appreciate the complexities of the data. It will be seen that the reported type II bursts are often minor features in the dynamic spectra.
[27] Figure 2 shows that for the least intense In some cases the activity is diffuse and better described as a continuum.
[28] Figure 2a shows X-ray and radio data for a small >20 MeV SEP event on March 10, 2001. This event was barely detectable above 60 MeV and lasted less than 2 days. The start of the interval illustrated is 0358 UT. Culg.oora data extend from 1800-47 MHz with the GOES 1-8 A soft Xray profile superimposed on the 1800-570 MHz panel. BIRS data are plotted from 47 to 14 MHz and these data have 10 minute time lines with the hour and half hour lines being thicker. The first dark line is 0400 UT. WAVES data are plotted from 14 MHz to 20 kHz. In this event the WAVES emission is the low-frequency extension of two groups of type III bursts that both lasted about 3 minutes and started at 0402 and 0407 UT. The first group started at 700 MHz and the second at 300 MHz. The first group is MHz, and 1040-20 kHz and changes of scale occur at the boundaries of these ranges. A burst that drifts smoothly in frequency will exhibit a change of slope at these boundaries. The BIRS data contain heavy vertical time marks at 00 m and 30 m of each hour and thin marks each 10 minutes. A profile of the GOES soft X-ray data is superimposed upon the 1800-570 MHz radio data. On Figure 2a , which shows radio data for a small particle event on March 10, 2001, we have indicated the type III and type II activity. More details are given in the text. Figure 2b shows data for another relatively small particle event on December 28, 1999. Note that in both events of Figure 2 the fastdrift bursts seen at the lowest frequencies are continuations of the groups of type II1 bursts seen at frequencies up to more than 200 MHz which started close to the start of the soft X-ray increases.
The soft X-ray events reached maximum intensity within 10 minutes. These are "normal" type III bursts associated with impulsive flares. In both events the type III bursts are followed by weak type II bursts. The dark band across the lower part of Figure 2b , in the frequency range 400-100 kHz, is radio emission from the Earth's magnetosphere. Figure 3b shows an extended period of type III activity. Only during a brief, four minute, period (0513-0517 UT) is there type II-like emission.
Most of the activity was reported as type IV emission.
The lack of signal between 24 and 14 MHz is caused by ionospheric absorption. 
4.
This figure shows radio data in the same format as Figure  2 for two SEP events that were observed above 120 MeV. In these events the type [II emission lasts from the beginning of the flare X-ray emission and beyond maximum intensity starting at successively lower frequencies.
The sol_ X-ray events are more impulsive than those of Figure  3 . In both events the type [I emission was reported to occur in two periods with different driit rates.
In Figure  4a type II emission is clearly seen in the 25-14
MHz range.
In Figure  4b a type II burst is clearly seen below l0 MHz. The very faint feature near the right hand edge of Figure  4b just above l MHz is likely emission generated in front of the CME. In Figure  5b the faint feature near the right hand edge of the figure just above 1 MHz is likely emission generated in front of the CME. X -13 more intense and is followed by type V continuum in the frequency range 160 to 40 MHz between 0404 and 0408 UT. The two type III groups occurred during a short duration M7 soft X-ray flare at 27°N 42°W that started at 0400 UT, reached maximum intensity at 0405 UT and ended at _0415 UT. The radio data also show a faint type II burst between 0411 and 0419 UT starting at 70 MHz and ending at about 20 MHz. Here, and in describing other type II events, the times and frequencies are for the fundamental (i.e. lower frequency)
band. There are no type III bursts at the time of the type II burst.
[29] Only the first type III group in Figure  2a was reported by the HiRaS observers in Japan. The HiRaS instrument covers the frequency range 2500-25 MHz. It is more sensitive above 500 MHz than the Culgoora instrument but less sensitive below 50 MHz. (The reader is encouraged to look at that data at http://sunbase.crl.go.jp/ solar/denpa/hiras/).
[30] Figure 2b shows data for another relatively short duration (<2 days) particle event on December 28, 1999. At 0043 UT there was a strong type III group that started at 400 MHz and lasted for about 3 minutes. The extension of this type III group is responsible for most of the emission seen in the WAVES data_ However there is a contribution from a second, weaker type III group that started at 0046 UT and 170 MHz and lasted 7 minutes. In addition to the type lII groups there were also two type II bursts reported during the intervals 0046-0055 UT and 0057-0105 UT. The first one was in the frequency range 150-30 MHz and the second in the 50-25
MHz range. Some continuum emission between 0059 and 0111 UT in the frequency range 170-90 MHz was also reported. The flare was located at 20°I'4 56°W. For this event also the HiRaS observers did not report the second group of type II1 bursts. The Learmonth observers reported type III activity during the whole period 0043-0120 UT. Note how in this event, and in the preceding one, the initial strong type III groups start close to the start of the soft X-ray increases and that the X-ray events reached maximum intensity within 10 minutes. These are "normal" type III bursts associated with impulsive flares.
[3t] The event of Figure 3a occurred February 12, 2000 and was associated with an MI flare at 26°N 24°W. The soft X-ray flare increased more gradually than in the previous events (the rise time was 19 minutes) and in this event there were no initial type llI bursts starting above 300 MHz. Instead there were three type III burst groups (0406- [33] Figure 4a shows data for the X2 flare at 22°N 03°W that occurred on November 24, 2000 at 0457 UT. The Ha flare lasted only 38 minutes and the soft X-ray event was more "impulsive" than the previous two events; the rise time was only 7 minutes.
There was an intense type III group during the initial phase of the flare extending from 900 MHz down into the kHz range. Two other type III groups were reported at 0505-0507 UT and 0510-0516 UT with starting frequencies of 750 and 80 MHz. Both are visible below 10 MHz but do not appear to add significantly to the lowest frequency emission. Two type II bursts in the time intervals 0502-0510 UT (90-18 MHz) and 0519-0528 UT (25-20 MHz) were reported. For this event the HiRaS observers reported similar burst types and durations. There is no inconsistency in the reporting of the late type III bursts; both HiRaS and Culgoora observatories reported type III emission during type II emission and also when no type H-like emission appeared. Nevertheless in this event the dominant contribution to the low-frequency emission is the intense "normal" type HI burst at the start of the flare.
[34] Figure 4b shows radio and X-ray characteristics very similar to those of the event of Figure 4a . Again the WAVES event is primarily the low-frequency extension of a strong group of type III bursts occurring at the start of the flare at 0552 UT on November 4, 1997. The Culgoora observer reported that the burst started at 240 MHz but HiRaS give a starting frequency of 410 MHz. The apparent activity above 570 MHz near 0600 UT in Figure 4b is caused by a receiver problem and is largely spurious. Two type II bursts were reported by both Culgoora and HiRaS observers. The first one was reported in the frequency range 230-30 MHz between 0558 and 0607 UT and the second one starting at 60 MHz at 0600 UT. Only the second one, continuing into the WAVES data to end at about 6 MHz at 0620 UT, is clear in Figure 4b to 14 MHz appear to be affected by ionospheric absorption between 0558 and 0607 UT.
[3s] Figures 5a and 5b illustrate the radio events associated with two of the most energetic proton events in the study period. The event of April 18, 2001, of Figure 5a , was seen in neutron monitor data. The November 8, 2000 event of Figure 5b did not extend above 500 MeV but was more intense below 120 MeV and saturated the IMP 8 MED telescope. In both cases the type III emission lasts longer than 20 minutes in the WAVES data. The April 18, 2001 event originated beyond the west limb of the Sun, probably at about WI20°. Four large SEP events from the same active region occurred in the period April 9-! 5 including the one associated with the radio event in Figure 3b . The soft X-ray event reached only the C I level, presumably because it was occulted, but lasted for more than 4 hours. There was a small impulsive component to the soft X-ray event and a short duration type 11I group starting at 480 MHz at this time (0214 UT). For this event BIRS recorded only fast-drift bursts that extended into the WAVES frequency range to become a large outburst. At higher frequencies Culgoora and HiRaS report type II emission from 0217-0233 UT (130-18 MHz) and 0217-0246 UT (500-23 MHz) respectively. However, a close examination of the data only shows drifting bands between 0220 and 0225 UT above I00 MHz and there are no fundamental/harmonic pairs of bands. Rather than type II, the event looks like an extended group of type III bursts with starting frequencies drifting downward in a way similar to the events in Figure  4 . To illustrate that there is no clear type [I burst, Figure 6 shows a subset of the data with a magnified scale.
[36] Figure 5b illustrates the event of November 8, 2000. The flare event associated with this SEP increase was rather unusual. As may be seen the X-ray emission was very gradual and long lasting. This was one of the few SEP events with no type II burst reported by ground-based C,_NE ET AL.: TYPE III RADIO BURSTS AND SOLAR ENERGETIC PARTICLES SlIP X -15 observers although in the BIRS data between _2258 and 2306 UT in the frequency range 39 to14 MHz there are brightenings in the type HI bursts that drift downward in frequency at a rate characteristic of a type II burst. The ground-based data reveal only a series of relatively weak type III bursts while the event seen in the WAVES data was very intense and long lasting. Two active regions were flaring at the time of the radio bursts but the timing suggests an association with the 20°N 66°W IF flare that started at 2240 UT, reached maximum at 2323 UT and ended at 0030 UT the next day. (Note that most SEP events are associated with bright flares so the "F" category is also unusual.) [37] The slow drift feature between 2333 and 2350 UT and 4 and 1 MHz in Figure 5b is likely to be emission from the CME-driven shock i.e. an IP type II event. Only the data in Figure 4b show a similar feature; the weak emission between 3 and 2 MHz from 0635 to 0700 UT. However many of the other WAVES radio events not illustrated have IP type H emissions. This is consistent with the ISEE-3 results wherein those interplanetary shocks that produce radio emission are preceded by SEP events [Cane and Stone, 1984] . Many of the SEP events are also associated with type II bursts that extend from the ground-based frequencies down to frequencies below 14 MHz. These events are illustrated on the WAVES intemet site. The emissions are often rather weak and consisting of just some intermittent brightenings.
In almost all cases the dominant feature on the plot is the preceding intense type III emission.
[38] It is clear that the fast-drift bursts seen in the WAVES data are the continuations of type HI or type llI-like radio bursts seen in the ground-based data and do not originate in clearly distinguishable type II bursts. Type II bursts are usually present (often multiple ones), but with the type llI emission superimposed.
The type HI bursts have starting frequencies that often progress to lower frequencies as a function of time. In order that these features may be made more apparent a special section on the Culgoora Web site displays all the radio events in the eastern Australian time frame associated with the SEP events listed in Table 1 . The downward drift of the starting frequencies is a feature that is only readily apparent in the data from the Cuigoora and HiRaS observatories (the highest frequency characteristics are more clearly defined in the data from HiRaS than from Culgoora because it is more sensitive above 500 MHz) because these produce the only data that extend over a sufficiently broad frequency range. It can be seen that after the initial strong type III component at the start of the flare (which is often absent) the emission is intermittent and diffuse. This is far more apparent on the colored images available on the Culgoora Web site than in our representations. Often the emission is more or less a continuum. It is important to note that the radio spectra associated with SEP events are complex and that clear type II bursts are absent. Simple type II bursts, i.e. ones without overlying type III activity, do not appear to be associated with the solar events that produce long lasting SEP events.
[39] The long lasting radio events seen at frequencies below about 60 MHz in Figures 3-5 would previously have been called SA events. Since a direct connection with type II emission appears to be weak, at best, we propose to rename this type of event type III-1; the emission lasts for a long time, extends to low-frequencies and includes components late relative to the start of the flare. In most cases type III-1 bursts are obvious in the WAVES daily plots by being of long duration and very intense, particularly in the Thermal Noise
Receiver. Type III-I bursts are also likely to be identifiable in the _50-1
MHz range based on the intensity-time profiles because they are composed of a number of individual burst components, but this aspect was not examined in this study. Cane et al. [1981] found this to be a distinguishing characteristic of SA events [see also MacDowall et al., 1987] . Kahler et al. [1986a] and Reiner et al. [2000] illustrated that the intensity-time profiles of"normal" type III bursts have a rapid rise to maximum intensity followed by a slower exponential-like decay whereas the "SA events" above ,-_1 MHz are more complex.
[ of the NOAA listings of radio bursts can often be used to determine ifa low-frequency event is type IlI-I by looking at the timing of bursts and their frequency extent. Type Ill bursts at the beginning of the flare event start at several hundred MHz and typically last 5-10 minutes. If the >_1 MHz emission lasts longer than this emission then it is type III-1. Also if only type II or type D/emission is reported and there is a fast-drift burst seen by WAVES then it is type III-L It is usually possible to determine if type III emission is a type IIl-I burst using just the WAVES dynamic spectra and flare data and by noting that the type III emission occurs more than 10 minutes after the start of the flare. The distinguishing characteristic of type HI emission associated with long lasting, high energy SEP events is that it occurs after the flare impulsive phase.
Relationship Between
CMEs, Type III Bursts, and Proton Events [41] To further investigate the relationship between type Ill bursts, SEP events and CMEs, the WAVES data were examined at the times of a large sample of front-side, large CMEs that occurred in the years 1997 through 2000. The list comprised 169 events and was as complete as possible for events with angular extents >140°but, undoubtedly, some events are missing.
Only the large CMEs were considered because it is such CMEs that are predominantly associated with >20 MeV SEP events. Type III bursts (that were determined to be type III-I by comparing the WAVES 14 MHz duration with flare observations and the activity reported by the ground-based observers) were seen for many of the large CMEs but in quite a few cases (66) there were no fast-drift bursts at all. Thus a large CME is not a sufficient condition for the occurrence of a type III-1 burst.
The large CMEs without any associated type III or type Ill-/ bursts were nearly all slow; 85% (56/66) of the events had sky-plane speeds of <600 km/sec. None had associated >20 MeV proton increases.
This suggests that type III-1 bursts result from the deparVare of large, fast CMEs. Note that there were some large CMEs with associated type III-1 bursts that are not in Table 1 There were _110 type III burst groups in the >2000 hour study period. Only six events were found that satisfied the type HI-/criteria; five were associated with SEP events. The sixth event was associated with an eastern hemisphere flare and the radio burst did not extend to low frequencies, indicating that the Earth was not magnetically connected to the flare region. This part of the study suggests that type III-I bursts only occur in association with proton acceleration at the Sun.
Discussion
[,u] This study finds, as has been previously established, that SEP events are well associated with flares. In general those events with high intensities early in the event were associated with large, bright Hc_ flares and intense, long duration soft X-ray events. For example, all the >500 MeV events in the study period that originated on the disk were preceded by soft X-ray flares of at least XI peak intensity. All the SEP events were associated with CMEs. The new result is the finding that essentially all SEP events are preceded by type III bursts that extend to frequencies generated in the interplanetary medium.
For the majority of the particle events, in particular those that lasted longer than 36 hours, the type III activity is not just an extension of "normal" type III bursts that occur in the initial, impulsive, phase of flare events but, rather it continues or starts some 5-10 minutes later. The type III emission lasts on average about 20 minutes at 14 MHz as compared with "normal" type III groups at flare onset that last about 5 minutes.
[44] It is important to address the question of whether the electrons responsible for these bursts, named type III-1, are shock-accelerated as might be implied if they originate at type II bursts as originally proposed by Cane et aL [1981] and recently suggested by Dulk et aL [2000] . One good argument against the proposal is the existence of those events in which a type II burst is not present.
This could not be established by Cane et aL [1981] From the present study it is apparent that the observed features depend greatly on the instrumentation and the presentation of the data. The old, pre-1990's records were photographic rather than digital and they were displayed in a very compressed format. This may account for the different conclusion reached by Cane et al. [1981] . Note that Kundu and Stone [1984] , Klein and Trottet [1994] , and Reiner et aL [2000] have challenged the shock acceleration hypothesis on the basis of simultaneous activity at higher frequencies.
The fast-drift bursts from which the WAVES events originate only drift to lower frequencies and so cannot originate at "herringbone structure" as originally suggested. Dulk et al. [2000] specifically state that the type Ill-like bursts associated with type I1 bursts are "distinct from herringbones".
[45] In addition to large format digital displays the dynamic range and the contrast that are used in the presentation are also important. This is probably the reason for the different conclusions derived from spectra recorded on film, as cautioned by Klein and Trottet [1994] . Limited dynamic range is likely to be part of the reason why Dulk et al. [2000] concluded that the fast-drift bursts start at the type II bursts. This is illustrated in Figure 7 that shows the BIRS data for one of the events illustrated by Dulk et al. [2000] . The thick vertical band on the plot is the time mark for 0500 UT on May 12, 1997. Immediately after this band (that is actually a small data gap while the system carries out interference reduction procedures) there is a group of fast dritt bursts that extend from the top of the range at 37 MHz down to about 17 MHz. This group is seen to extend into the kHz range on the WAVES data. In the Dulk et aL [2000] Figure 2b there is no visible emission at frequencies higher than 30 MHz, which is the upper edge of the type II burst that is also evident in the figure. flare-produced particles are believed to be low and the particle events, which are of short duration, are considered to constitute a separate class. Nevertheless several of such events were sufficiently energetic that they were detectable above 20 Mev and are in our event list, but the topic of classes of particle events is beyond the scope of the present paper. Kahler, in his 1992 review article on CMEs and flares, states the following:
"More convincing evidence that the sources of SEPs lie outside flare regions would be SEP events associated either with flares lacking an impulsive phase or with a nonflare source". He gives as examples of these two situations the SEP events of August 21, 1979 and December 5, 1981. However both these events had associated low-frequency type III bursts seen by the ISEE-3 experiment.
In the first event Cliver et al. [1983] used this type III emission (caUed an SA event in that paper) to tie the >500
MeV proton event to a C7 flare with a "weak impulsive phase". At that time it was thought that the particles were accelerated at the type II shock and that this shock had to be preceded by strong "normal" type III bursts and a hard X-ray event at flare onset. The idea was that the "impulsive phase" explosion created the type II shock or even provided a seed population for shock acceleration. Thus it was common practice at that time to use characteristics of the impulsive phase microwave bursts to predict proton events. Cliver et al. [1983] used the August 21 1979 event to point out that a strong impulsive phase was not a requisite for a major SEP event. We have shown other events with "weak impulsive phases. In fact in many of the largest events the impulsive phase type III emission is missing. This is a property of the more gradual flares, as can be seen particularly well in Figures 3a, 3b , and 5b and was found in a statistical study of type IIl bursts and soft Xray time scales by Cane .
[49] The December 5, 1981 SEP event is frequently quoted as a "pure" event in which there was "no accompanying flare" [Reames, 1999] . The departure of the associated CME was signaled by a disappearing filament away from an active region but also by a weak (_C4) soft X-ray flare and parallel ribbons seen in Hot. This SEP event was the most energetic of six such "disappearing filament" events discussed by Cane et al. [1986] .
It was the only one with a clear "SA event" (i.e. type III-I burst) and it was this low-frequency radio emission that enabled Kahler et al.
[1986b] to link the SEPs to the solar event. (A similar event occurred on December 6, 1997 and is listed in [52] Acknowledgments.
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